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How much is a pet tiger?

Exotic cats range in price from a $900.00 Bobcat to a $2500.00 tiger cub.
Most of the mid size cats, like Servals and Caracals cost $1500.00 to
$2200.00 and Ocelots can run as high as $15,000.00.

bigcatrescue.org/buy-a-big-cat/
Buy A Big Cat What is the Real Cost - Big Cat Rescue
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Buy A Big Cat What is the Real Cost
https://bigcatrescue.org/buy-a-big-cat
If you want the big cat experience, the setup cost is over $100,000.00 and the annual
care is over $10,000.00 IF you have no emergencies and no one gets hurt and sues you
for millions of dollars. Everything has a price and â€¦

How Much Does a Tiger Cost? | Reference.com
www.reference.com › Pets & Animals › Mammals › Large Cats
A baby tiger can be bought for as little as $1,000. However an initial investment of nearly
$90,000 may be required to set up the tiger's new habitat and its infrastructure. An
additional $8,000 might be required in upkeep per year.

How Much Does a Tiger Cub Cost? | HowMuchIsIt.org
www.howmuchisit.org › Pets Costs
How much does a tiger cub cost? On average, a tiger cub can cost anywhere from $800
to as much as $3,000. This cost will depend on the age, gender, quality and the breeder
you adopt from. The rarer the cat is, the higher the cost will be.

How much does a pet tiger cost - Answers.com
www.answers.com › â€¦ › Cats (Felines) › Wild Cats › Tigers
a tiger cost $5000 Well they cost up to $10,000. But the vet bills and the licence to have
one can get up to 60,000...a year just to keep it. They are less on th â€¦ e black market,
but this is highly illegal.

Would you get a pet Tiger if the cost of feeding and care
...
https://www.quora.com/Would-you-get-a-pet-Tiger-if-the-cost-of...
Tigers are wild animals, not pets. At any moment your pet tiger could turn on you and kill
you without even really meaning to, just a playful swipe from a paw and you're dead. It is
not cool or prestigious to own a wild animal, and in most states in the USA, it is illegal.

Buy a Tiger Online! Buy Tigers at the most original pet ...
www.buytigers.com
The full Tiger Pack costs 13400$ and includes: â€¢ a 5 months old female tiger â€¢ The
original HELLO TIGER guide â€¢ An IVORY collar (ext. value: $1200) â€¢ Three tiger
toys (ext. value: $160) We only accept money orders and personal U.S. Checks.

In the UK, is there any possible way to get a pet tiger ...
https://www.quora.com/In-the-UK-is-there-any-possible-way-to-get-a...
In the UK, is there any possible way to get a pet tiger? What are the costs and efforts?
What sort of licence would I need and how much effort does that require?

Exotic Animals for Sale - Havocscope
https://www.havocscope.com/exotic-animals-for-sale
The costs to buy the animals and wildlife was collected from conservation projects,
wildlife charities and news reports. The exotic animals were bought for a variety of
reasons, such as for medical purposes to keeping the animal as an exotic pet.

Tigers for Sale - Exotic Animals
https://www.exoticanimalsforsale.net/tigers-for-sale.asp
Tigers are surprisingly inexpensive and easy to purchase as pets. Meaning, anyone is
capable of owning a large influential carnivore whether they are properly equipped to care
for them or not. In the Canada and US, Pet tigers have been involved in a number of
mauling and fatalities in recent years.

Shop Live Pets Tiger - Amazon - Amazon.com Official
Site
Ad · www.amazon.com/toys-games/stuffed-animals
Find Deals on Live Pets Tiger in Stuffed Animals on Amazon.
island they live on, You can customize your pet, decorate your ... Tanya the Tiger ...
Shop Best Sellers · Read Ratings & Reviews · Shop Our Huge Selection
Brands: Hasbro, Newplenty and more
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